TACTICAL RESPONDER VEST MKII

State-of-the-Art Ballistic Personal Protection...

The Tactical Responder Vest MKII provides state-of-the-art ballistic personal protection with one of the largest NIJ 0101.06 Level IIIA front/back panel soft armor protection systems available in the industry - Front/back panel protection area: 187 sq. in. (W 11 in. x H 17 in.). The vest comes with built-in front and back hard armor plate pouches to allow the option to upgrade up to various sizes of Level IV hard plate protection (plates sold separately). The ballistic soft armor is comprised of a unique, multi-hit capable, patent pending assembly of ballistic materials that capture projectiles and disperse the energy over the entire surface of the panel. This configuration offers Level IIIA soft armor front and back ballistic protection that has the capability to be upgraded with Level IV hard plates (sold separately).

This “one-size-fits-most” soft armor ballistic vest easily adjusts at the shoulder and waist to fit different size rescuers. The front and back panels as well as the shoulder straps have MOLLE capability that allows for the attachment of additional medical or extraction equipment as needed.

Technical Specifications:

• Complies with and exceeds NIJ Ballistic Resistance Standard 0101.06 for ballistic performance of Level IIIA body armor
• Front and back hard armor plate pouches for increased protection (plates sold separately)
• Front/back panel protection area: 187 sq. in. (W 11 in. x H 17 in.)
• Proprietary assembly of ballistic materials
• Ballistic Vest Weight: Less than 13 lb
• Upgradeable to Level III/IV protection with the addition of hard plates (sold separately)

Dimensions:

• Vest (stored): H 19 in. x W 13.5 in. x D 1 in.
• Front & Back Soft Armor coverage: H 17 in. x W 11 in.
• Maximum Waist Measurement: 62 in.
• Total Weight: 6 lb 3 oz

Tactical Responder Vest MKII

Color | Item # | NSN#
--- | --- | ---
RED | 70-0041 | 70-0041
YEL | 70-0042 | 70-0042
BLK | 70-0017 | 70-0017
COY | 70-0018 | 70-0018
BLU | 70-0094 | 70-0094

“Rescue Task Force” Placards available for separate purchase
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